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ABSTRACT
The American University in Cairo, Egypt
Networked Control Systems for Intelligent Transportation Systems
and Industrial Automation
Name: Tarek Khaled Salaheldin Ismail Refaat
Supervisors:

Prof. Hassanein H. Amer, Dr. Ramez M. Daoud

This thesis presents a study of two different applications of Networked Control
Systems:
Ethernet Networked Control System On-board of Train-wagons:
An Ethernet backbone is shared between control and entertainment. The wagon
contains a dedicated control server and a dedicated entertainment server, which act as
fault-tolerant machines for one another. In the event of a server failure, the remaining
machine can serve both entertainment and/or control. The study aims at enhancing
system design in order to maximize the tolerable entertainment load in the event of a
control/entertainment server failure, while not causing any control violations. This
fault-tolerant system is mathematically analyzed using a performability model to
relate failure rates, enhancements and rewards.
The model is taken further to test two identical wagons, with a total of four faulttolerant servers. All possible failure sequences are simulated and a different
communication philosophy is tested to further minimize the degradation of the
entertainment load supported during the failure of up to three of the four servers. The
system is shown to be capable of operating with minimal degradation with one out of
four servers.
Wireless Networked Control Systems (WNCS) for Industrial Automation:
A WNCS using standard 802.11 and 802.3 protocols for communication is presented.
Wireless Interface for Sensors and Actuators (WISA) by ABB is used as a benchmark
for comparison. The basic unit is a single workcell, however, there is a need to
cascade several cells along a production line. Simulations are conducted and a
nontraditional allocation scheme is used to ensure correct operation under the effect of
co-channel interference and network congestion. Next, fault-tolerance at the controller
level is investigated due to the importance of minimizing downtime resulting from
controller failure. Two different techniques of interconnecting neighboring cells are
investigated. The study models both a two and three-cell scenario, and all systems
show that fault-tolerance is achievable. This is mathematically studied using a
performability analysis to relate failure rates with rewards at each failure state.
All simulations are conducted on OPNET Network Modeler and results are subjected
to a 95% confidence analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
At this time, the field of Networked Control Systems (NCS) is one that can be
characterized as a niche in the academic world. There are few to no courses and/or
formal references that address the field. The field is spearheaded by researchers in
industry rather than academia. Research topics under the heading of NCS can be
described as a point on a wide spectrum, ranging from pure control theory to pure
networking. The applications of NCS also vary greatly, from Industrial Automation to
Intelligent Transportation Systems, and the impact of such applications is farreaching. Unlike communications or electromagnetics, the applications of NCS are far
less visible to the common consumer’s eye and hence many are unaware of the extent
of its importance. This study addresses two different but interrelated applications of
NCS. Each of the two applications has its own background and will be addressed in a
separate section of the survey.
Section 2 starts with a literature survey of networked Control Systems in general.
Then, fault-tolerance and Performability are addressed as these concepts will be used
in both applications of NCS, namely, Intelligent Transportation Systems and Wireless
NCS (WNCS) for Industrial Automation. More details are then presented regarding
previous work in the area of ITS. WNCS for Industrial Automation existing solutions
are then surveyed with a focus on a system proposed by ABB. The section ends with
the problem statement.
Section 3 presents the author’s contribution in the area of ITS. It starts with a
single train wagon model and its fault-tolerant architecture. Enhancements of this
architecture are then discussed and a Performability analysis is presented. Failure
sequence permutations for a two train wagon model are then investigated in the
context of two train wagons.
Section 4 focuses on WNCS for Industrial Automation. This work is based mainly
on a system proposed by ABB. It will be shown how to achieve concatenation at 0m
by using a special channel allocation scheme. Fault-tolerance is then studied in the
context of two cells. Finally, an architecture based on 802.11g is developed and
analyzed. A performability model with a novel reward scheme, is presented.
The thesis is concluded in Section 5.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1.

NETWORKED CONTROL SYSTEMS (NCS)

Networked control systems share certain aspects across the range of different
applications. Typically, a NCS is composed of Sensors (S), Actuators (A) and a
Controller (K). Sensors sample data from the plant (the physical system) and this data
is sent to the controller. The controller, after some processing, makes a decision and
sends this decision to the actuator, which applies the decision to the plant. The
existence or lack thereof of a clock signal, determines whether the system is timetriggered (or clock-driven) or event-triggered. A clock-driven system consists of
sensors and actuators (SAs) with constant sampling periods and samples are taken at
discrete time points, whereas an event-triggered system has continuous sampling and
an event triggers the control process [1]. The time taken by a packet to travel from S
to K and K to A respectively (propagation/transmission delays) may or may not
include processing time, encapsulation, decapsulation and queuing delays, depending
on the system design.
NCS applications are characterized into real-time and non-real-time. Real-time
applications of NCS typically involve small, frequently exchanged packets [2, 3]. The
number of packets, their rate, the criticality of the data and the tolerable losses
determine the sub-categorization between hard and soft real-time systems, the latter
being able to tolerate more delays and more losses [4–6].
Unlike networks of today, NCS pioneers favored determinism and predictability of
performance. Protocols such as Controller Area Network (CAN) and PROFIBUS
served these aspects, highly deterministic and refined protocols, used for the majority
of NCS applications [7–11]. However, with the natural demand for higher bandwidth
and accessibility, more robust and non-deterministic protocols such as Ethernet made
their way into the world of real-time NCS [2, 12–17]. Among the sources of
randomness, which stood against the use of Ethernet for real-time NCS applications,
is the utilization of Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
(CSMA/CD) [10]. This multiple access technique employs the concept of Binary
Exponential Backoff (BEB), whereby a transmitting node ‘backs off’ from
transmission upon detection of a collision. The duration for this backoff is a value
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between 0 and 2k – 1 time-slots, where k is the number of collisions detected/avoided,
the duration growing exponentially as the number of collisions increases. To decrease
the effect of this randomness, several modifications were made to the Ethernet
standard, specifically to accommodate real-time applications. These modifications
include (but not limited to) EtherNet/IP, Time-Triggered Ethernet (TT Ethernet) and
Flexible TT Ethernet (FTT Ethernet) [18–25]. Recently unmodified Ethernet for use
in real-time applications has been standardized [27, 28].

2.2.

FAULT-TOLERANCE AND PERFORMABILITY

Fault-tolerance is a hot-topic in many research fields, due to the advantages of a
fault-tolerant system over a normal system. As the term indicates, a fault-tolerant
system is one that can ‘tolerate’ a fault in one or more aspects/components. The
system can continue operation, maybe with degraded performance, but will not fail
completely [28–34]. Usually, down-time can be extremely costly, and hence a system
being able to tolerate a failure of one or more components while maintaining
operation is extremely appealing. Of course, while the fault-tolerance comes at a
price, there are techniques to quantify the increased reliability of the system, via
reliability modeling. Such techniques involve a large number of mathematical
equations and accurate data on component failure rates. Another metric that can be
analyzed is Performability with its various forms: Steady State, Transient and
Cumulative Performability (SSP, TP and CP respectively) and typically relates
failure-rates to rewards at different system states [35, 36]. This will become clearer in
the coming sections.
The work presented focuses on network traffic simulation, system performance
enhancement, fault-tolerance and performability. Simulations are conducted on
OPNET Network Modeler and all results are subjected to a 95% confidence analysis
[36, 37]. The remainder of this thesis is split into two main sections: NCS in
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and Wireless NCS (WNCS) for Industrial
Automation. The background and previous work of both applications shall be
presented next.
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2.3.
BACKGROUND ON NCS FOR INTELLIGENT
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are one of the largest applications of
NCS. From the automotive industry, to aviation and railways, NCS technology has
enabled different systems on-board to communicate together and share the available
communication networks, rather than have a completely independent network for
every system [38–40]. With regards to the railway industry, there are several existing
solutions available in the literature (LonWorks and Train Communication Networks
are examples of such systems) [8, 9, 39–48]. A NCS on-board of a train can manage
navigation, speed control, braking, safety, supervision, door operation, ventilation and
lighting. Such critical elements of a railway system necessitate high sampling rates
and no over-delayed or dropped packets. As technology matured, Ethernet was
proposed as the main communication structure for the NCS on-board, in several
studies [49–53].

2.4.

PREVIOUS WORK ON NCS FOR ITS

With the increasing luxury in different forms of transportation, passengers on
airplanes, buses and trains now have internet access (wired/wireless) and even
interactive video screens. This ‘entertainment’ load also requires a network
infrastructure and a sharing of this infrastructure between control and entertainment
data is proposed in [50–53]. The system presented in [50], debuted the idea of sharing
a Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) network between the control and entertainment loads onboard of a train-wagon. The SAs all operated using the same sampling period,
communicating with a dedicated controller/control server (K), either with a sampling
period of 1ms or 16ms, based on the IEC 61375 standard [44]. The study concluded
that the use of GbE for both a control and entertainment load would be a suitable
solution

on-board

of

a

train

network,

guaranteeing

correct

packet

transmission/reception with delays within sampling rate constraints.
In [51], the system presented in [50] was revisited to integrate fault-tolerance at the
controller level. The control and entertainment servers were allowed to take over for
the other in the event of a failure. The entertainment load in the event of a failure
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would be sacrificed and the remaining machine would be in charge of control data
only. This study showed the true advantage of a shared NCS between the control and
entertainment loads, proving the system could tolerate the failure of one of its
machines, while maintaining correct operation.
Finally, in [53], fault-tolerance of a different form was introduced. Triple Modular
Redundancy (TMR) was employed at the sensor level, whereby every sensor is
replaced with three redundant but active sensors, and by majority vote, a decision is
made. This technique allows the failure of up to one sensor and the system would not
experience any errors.
In the next section, the background for the application of Wireless NCS (WNCS)
in Industrial Automation will be presented.

2.5.
BACKGROUND ON WNCS FOR INDUSTRIAL
AUTOMATION
Industrial Automation is another application of NCS that is also a major driving
force in the innovation of NCS. Sensors and actuators are a fundamental component
in any automation system. Ethernet in industrial automation has also been extensively
supported in research [2, 14–17, 30–33]. Fault-tolerance is also a critical aspect of
industrial automation, because in many cases, production lines run 24 hours a day,
365 days a year, except for down-time due to preventive or standard maintenance,
cleaning or system upgrades. A fault in the production line, causing degraded
performance or even an hour of down-time can incur significant financial losses.

2.5.1. WIRELESS INTERFACE FOR SENSORS AND ACTUATORS (WISA)
BY ABB
Apart from the determinism favored in the past as described in Sec. 2.1, NCSs
have depended solely on wired connections. While stability, reliability and noise
tolerance were guaranteed using wired methods, cables are costly and require
intensive maintenance and organization. Cables also hinder mobility and are under
threat of being cut or severed due to the hazardous attributes of a typical factory-floor
environment. The introduction of wireless protocols for intercommunication between
nodes means reduced costs, increased mobility and simplicity of installation and
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maintenance. There are many studies regarding Wireless NCS (WNCS) available in
the literature [54–60]. One of the most robust and innovative WNCS solutions
available is Wireless Interface for Sensors and Actuators (WISA) designed and
produced by ABB [54–56]. WISA compares between WiFi, ZigBee and Bluetooth
with regards to data rate, power consumption and coverage and chooses to use a
customized nonstandard version of Bluetooth [54–56, 61–63] that serves as the
communication protocol between sensor, actuator and controller modules. The system
also offers a unique method of wireless powering for its nodes, using magnetic coils
[54–56]. A typical workcell can be seen in Fig. 1 [64].
A workcell is around 3×3m, containing up to 120 1-bit nodes [54–56]. Table 1
shows some of the system attributes and shall be referred to in due course, further
system parameters can be found in [54–56]. The lack of a standardized protocol
however, is quite a set-back for the system.

Figure 1. WISA Workcell Example [56]

Table 1 – WISA System Parameters [56]
Maximum number of nodes to one base station/Cell ID
Maximum latency from WISA air interface
Minimum distance to non-interfering WLAN/Bluetooth
Maximum number of WLANS within interfering distance
Maximum output RF power
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120
20ms
25/16 m
1
1 mw

2.5.2. NOISE/INTERFERENCE IMMUNITY
The main threat to a WNCS (making wired NCS solutions more appealing) is the
effect of noise/interference on a factory-floor due to heat, welding and/or mechanical
vibrations, among other sources [54–56]. An exhaustive experiment was conducted in
[54–56] concerning a range of factory-floor forms of noise/interference (e.g. arc/spot
welding). The result of these experiments showed (using a spectrum analyzer) that
even uncommon and unpredictable forms of interference/noise (such as that from
arc/spot welding) will saturate at around 1.8GHz [54–56]. Hence, the WISA system
was deemed ‘immune’ to noise/interference from sources of such on the factory-floor.
The conclusion drawn from these experiments can be stated as follows: A WNCS
with an operating frequency in the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band need
only be concerned with sources of noise/interference that will attach the ISM band.
Other experimental methods for analyzing the effects of noise are presented in [60].

2.6.

WIFI WNCS – PREVIOUS WORK

2.6.1. SINGLE-CELL MODEL
A WNCS that utilizes standardized, off-the-shelf equipment is currently
unavailable in the market and is a very appealing concept due to simplicity of
integration, compatibility and cost-efficiency. In [65], such a system, utilizing strictly
IEEE 802.11b and Switched Ethernet is proposed and investigated, using WISA
performance metrics as a benchmark. The model proposed is built as shown in Fig. 2.
This model as shown is a uniform square workcell with side length 3m. The
workcell itself contains a total of 30 sensors (S), 30 actuators (A) and two WiFi access
points (BSS1 and BSS2). Each access point is assigned to 50% of the SAs (as shown
in the figure) and utilizes non-interfering WiFi channels. With a data rate of 11Mbps,
the access points operate at a transmit power of 1mW (the minimum WiFi power, for
maximum power conservation), identical to the WISA system transmit power. Of
course, the data rate is a step up versus WISA system and hence, the payload of the
WiFi WNCS is chosen to be a 10B User Datagram Packet (UDP) with a sampling
period of 40ms (allowing a 20ms delay per link as is specified by WISA, with 2 links
in total). The decision to use UDP versus other protocols which require
8

acknowledgment

packets

and

allow

retransmissions

is

based

upon

the

recommendations in [16].

Figure 2. Single-Cell Model [70]

The study [16] suggested the advantage of UDP as the system can make full use of
the

available

bandwidth

by

minimizing

acknowledgments.

This

lack

of

acknowledgments can be considered a disadvantage for nodes using UDP because a
transmitting node has no way of knowing whether its transmitted packet has been
received by the destination or whether it was dropped. Hence, in all simulations,
packet drops are not tolerated and such a criteria must also be guaranteed when
implementing a physical system.
The access points are wired to an Ethernet switch placed outside the workcell,
which is then wired to the controller. In a real production line, the controller does not
necessarily have to be in a specific place with regards to the cell and hence is chosen
to be placed outside the perimeter of the workcell.
As was concluded by the WISA experiments, an ISM band system as was
proposed in the WiFi WNCS has no noise/interference sources to be concerned with
in a factory-floor other than ISM band sources [65]. In a factory-floor environment,
the number of ISM band sources external to a WiFi WNCS can be very limited.
Unlike an office or a home environment, there are no personal WiFi networks,
Bluetooth users etc. The most realistic case to investigate was chosen to be that of a
service engineer(s) also operating on WiFi. Several different scenarios of a WiFi
node(s), on the perimeter of the workcell, were modeled to represent a service
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engineer(s) communicating via the workcell access points with the controller. This
WiFi node(s) communicates using the same channel as the portion of the WNCS to be
interfered with (in the case of two laptops, the entire system). The communication is
in the form of an FTP file requested every 0.5 seconds. This FTP file size is gradually
increased in order to find the maximum tolerable file size while maintaining correct
performance (zero over-delayed or dropped packets). As the WISA system is the
reference or benchmark, to which the WiFi system is being compared, all end-to-end
delays and packet reception/transmission metrics must be maintained if not surpassed.
The WISA system, as shown in Table 1, allowing retransmissions, guarantees
maximum packet latency per air link of 20ms. The WiFi system [65] guarantees a
maximum packet end-to-end delay per link of 16ms in the presence of noise with a
95% confidence analysis. It is important to note that there is a significant difference
between the OPNET end-to-end delay and the air link specified in the WISA
document. The end-to-end delay result given by OPNET simulates all layers from
Application (transmitter) to Application (receiver) while the air link specified by
WISA implies only the physical layer. The term link is defined as from a sensor to the
controller, or from the controller to the actuator.
The use of WiFi and Ethernet in the system necessitates (by standard protocol) the
use of Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection/Avoidance
(CSMA/CD and CSMA/CA). As expressed in Sec. 2.1, this introduces a source of
non-determinism, due to the use of BEB and hence statistics collected must be
subjected to a confidence analysis. All results presented in this thesis are based on a
95% confidence analysis.

2.6.2. CELL CONCATENATION
With the feasibility of a WiFi single cell investigated and published, the next
logical step would be to expand. A production line is not composed of a single
workcell and there is a need to concatenate several workcells along the line. It is
important to insure that concatenating several cells of the same WiFi WNCS proposed
in the previous section will not cause violations in meeting system requirements. As
such, the effect of neighboring cells on one another must be studied. In [66], two cells
built as in [65] are simulated on OPNET. Fig. 3 shows the layout used.
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Due to the single-cell model proposed in [65] requiring two access points, and
hence two non-interfering WiFi channels, when modeling a two cell system, the issue
of co-channel interference arises. Now, there is a total of four access points, yet the
802.11b standard only offers three non-interfering channels (Ch1, Ch6 and Ch11) [61]
and hence one of the three channels will have to be reused. The frequency reuse
introduces the issue of co-channel interference and the effect of this co-channel
interferer must be studied.

Figure 3. Two-Cell Model

After conducting several experiments on OPNET Network Modeler, it was found
that concatenation of two cells was impossible below a distance of 2m (inter-cell
distance) using a maximum Packet Reception Power Threshold (PRPT) of −50dBm.
The PRPT is directly analogous to Receiver (Rx) sensitivity but is an inversely
defined parameter. PRPT is a value that indicates a signal strength, below which a
packet is not recognized. The confusion comes only when saying increasing or
decreasing PRPT. Note: Increasing PRPT implies a decrease in Rx sensitivity and vice
versa. The reasons for such values were not studied mathematically; however this
shall be further investigated in this thesis work. For safety reasons, a guard distance of
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1m was added to the 2m inter-cell distance and all simulations using the topology
presented in this section used a 3m inter-cell distance.
Interference was modeled on the non-reused channels, as the reused channel was
deemed off-limits to nodes outside their workcell. Again, the system guaranteed zero
packets dropped and all end-to-end delays per link (with a 95% confidence analysis)
below 16ms.

2.6.3. WIRED FAULT-TOLERANCE AT THE CONTROLLER LEVEL
As was presented in Sec. 2.2, fault-tolerance is an important field of study and its
applications in NCS are numerous. The advantage of fault-tolerance of any form in an
industrial application is that of reducing downtime. Downtime on a factory-floor is a
direct source of financial losses and is most undesired. Any technique employed that
would guarantee correct performance (if not full performance) during the event of a
failure is a worthy topic to investigate. This is the main focus of [67].
Controllers on the production line are now becoming more intelligent, more
powerful and leaning towards Industrial Personal Computers (IPC) [68]. As such, a
controller need not be capable of only one task/function; it can be capable, in the
event of a neighboring controller’s failure, to take over its neighboring workcell’s
tasks. In [67], the concatenated system modeled in [66] is revisited to integrate faulttolerance at the controller level.
After investigating concatenation of several cells, it would be an advantage to
utilize the neighboring controllers for fault-tolerance in the event that either failed.
The two cells are wired (also using 1GbE) together and some modifications are made
to enable fault-tolerance. All sensors send a copy of each sample to both controllers,
so that each controller has the most up-to-date data. Each controller also sends a
watchdog packet to its neighbor, alerting the neighbor of its status. This packet is
exchanged every half of a control sampling period (every 20ms) to increase reliability
and in the event of a controller failure, the neighbor would be aware of the failure and
take corrective action. Fig. 4 shows a simplified representation of the communication
occurring in both the fault-free and fault-tolerant scenario.
The system was simulated in both the fault-free and faulty state, with the same
noise philosophy introduced in the previous section, as in [66]. Conclusions of the
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study showed that the system could tolerate the failure of either controller and
continue correct operation with zero dropped packets and all delays per link within a
16ms benchmark (after a 95% confidence analysis).

Figure 4. Fault-Tolerance Overview: Fault-Free (left), Faulty (right)

2.6.4. PREVIOUS WORK SUMMARY
A WNCS utilizing strictly standard IEEE 802.11 and 802.3 without modifications
was proposed and studied in several stages, exceeding performance metrics specified
by the existing solution: WISA by ABB. A single-cell model was designed and
simulated on OPNET, to be further investigated for concatenation of several cells and
fault-tolerance at the controller level. The resulting publications are [65–67].
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2.7.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

2.7.1. NCS FOR INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
Previously, NCS on-board of train wagons were investigated incorporating faulttolerance at the server level. However, there exists significant room for improvement
as the modeled systems experience a high level of entertainment load degradation
during failure. Also, the control load modeled does not include a mixture of different
sensor/actuator sampling periods. These shortcomings shall be addressed in this thesis
and further contributions shall be presented in Sec. 3.

2.7.2. WIRELESS NCS FOR INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
WNCS, being a relatively new field, and solutions presented in industry being nonstandard, there is a need to further fine-tune and expand on previous work conducted
during my undergraduate thesis: A WiFi WNCS. Fault-tolerance, concatenation and
performability will be studied among other points in Sec. 4. It is critical to note that
all work mentioned in this thesis is based on WiFi simulations using OPNET Network
Modeler, which models a free space environment. This does not take fading and/or
reflections into account, so all results presented are within a significant guard band in
delays. In a hardware implementation, this guard band will facilitate delay increase
while satisfying system requirements.
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3. NCS FOR INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
3.1.

PROPOSED TRAIN-WAGON MODEL

3.1.1. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The model proposed in this section (shown in Fig. 5) describes the basic unit to be
studied throughout the remainder of Sec. 3 [69]. This model, while similar to the
models presented in [50–53], contains several fundamental differences: the grouping
of sensors and actuators and the modeling of different sampling periods within the
same system among further enhancements to be discussed later on.

Figure 5. Train-Wagon Architecture

Based on the IEC 61375 standard, a typical train-wagon NCS would contain a very
large number of sensors and actuators using different sampling periods, to serve
different applications with different levels of criticality [44]. The number of sensors
and actuators was selected to be 250 nodes in total, based on the IEC standard [44].
These nodes are split into several groups. Group 1 (G1), Group 2 (G2) and Group 3
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(G3) can be described accordingly: G1 is 30 sensors and 30 actuators, where every
actuator, has one corresponding sensor, operating with a 1ms sampling period. G2
contains 100 sensors to 50 actuators (2:1 ratio) using a 16ms sampling period and G3
contains 30 sensors to 10 actuators (3:1) using a 16ms sampling period. The
controller/control server (K) is connected to all sensors and actuators via a 1GbE
network, using the minimal number of switches, by using standard switches with 128
ports each and a forwarding rate of 6.6Mpps (the default OPNET model value). The
proposed forwarding rate is far less than many available components and yet it shall
be used as is [36]. The nodes are all placed generically in a simplified layout, to
maximize distance from the K, while in a realistic scenario the sensors and actuators
would be more evenly distributed. The selected positions increase propagation delay
to model the worst-case scenario.
In a train-wagon at this time, 60 seats, split into pairs along the sides of the wagon
is a common setup [69]. Each seat has been modeled, having a video screen,
streaming DVD quality video and in the worst case scenario, a passenger accessing
the WiFi network (served by the WiFi AP in the center of the wagon) with multiple
simultaneous applications [61]. Each passenger is performing four of the standard
heavy applications available on OPNET Network Modeler: Sending/receiving emails,
database access, web browsing and a file transfer protocol application (FTP). After
some initial simulations, the previously described WiFi load was found to require a
maximum of 6Mbps bandwidth, offered by the entertainment server, connected via
the GbE network. As this network is shared with the control load, the maximum
bandwidth offered to the WiFi users must be limited to this value, to ensure that this
load does not interfere with the control load. The DVD quality screens are wired to
the GbE network and are modeled in terms of streams, rather than screens. This
requires some clarification. The passengers in total are 60, each with their own screen.
Each user could be watching a completely different stream or they could all be
watching the same stream. Hence, for the sake of modeling the worst case scenario,
every screen present in the model, represents a different stream. Next, the initial faulttolerance philosophy shall be introduced.
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3.1.2. FAULT-TOLERANCE
Two identical wagons, each as described above are cascaded, as would be done on
a train. The main switches of each wagon are interconnected. This model can be seen
in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Two-Wagon Model [54]

There is now a total of 120 video streams and 120 WiFi users, 500 SAs, two
controllers/control servers (K1 and K2), and two entertainment servers (E1 and E2).
These servers, being susceptible to failure, are targeted for fault-tolerance in this
study. Each server must be able to take over for another in the event of a failure of
one or more machines. For this to be possible, each of the servers exchanges a
watchdog signal with its fault-tolerant counterparts. This signal represents an
awareness of the status of each of the machines. If a server fails, it would stop sending
its “I’m alive” signal, and the remaining controllers would become aware of its
failure, in order to take action.
In order for the transition between machines to occur smoothly with minimal data
loss, all machines must have the most recent samples (sent by sensors) as they are
generated. To accomplish this, every sensor is made to send an identical copy of each
sample, to every operational server, so in the fault-free case, for example, each sensor
would send four copies of its data, directed at K1, K2, E1, and E2. While the sending of
multiple copies of each sample increases the load on the network, it facilitates faulttolerance, thereby increasing reliability.
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3.1.3. SCENARIOS STUDIED
The previously described system was built and studied on OPNET Network
Modeler in two main stages: single wagon and two wagons. For both scenarios, the
fault-free case was modeled, followed by the worst-case scenario, where all but one
server remained. In the single wagon model, the full control load and entertainment
load are handled by their respective servers in the fault-free scenario. Next, one of the
machines is failed, and the remaining server handles the full control load and as much
entertainment load as possible, without causing violations in the control load.
The second stage involves two identical wagons as shown in Fig. 6. Again, the
fault-free scenario is modeled first. Next, the worst-case scenario is modeled, where
three out of the four available servers have failed, and again, the entire control load is
carried by the remaining machine, with as much entertainment load as possible while
maintaining correct control operation.
The following list shows the details of the OPNET models used [36]:
1. Sensors, Actuators, Servers, Screens: Ethernet Workstation Advanced

2. WiFi nodes: WLAN Workstation Advanced

3. WiFi Access Point: WLAN Ethernet Router Advanced

4. Switches: 128 Port Ethernet Switch Advanced

5. Cables: 1GbE

3.1.4. RESULTS
After the previously described cases were simulated different metrics were
analyzed. The main metric used to measure system performance is the number of
dropped packets and the end-to-end delay. The end-to-end delay measured by OPNET
Network Modeler is defined as the time taken from when a packet is transmitted to
when it is received by the destination. This delay includes and models all layers of the
network model, containing all forms of processing, queuing, encapsulation,
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decapsulation and propagation delays [36]. In this system, the delay from sensor to
controller, and from controller to actuator, are added, to give the total delay taken for
a sample to be sent by the sensor until the control word is successfully received by the
actuator.
Each simulation is run with 33 seeds, for statistical analysis (see Appendix) and the
maximum total delay experienced in all runs is obtained. The following figures (Figs.
7 to 10) present several OPNET Network Modeler end-to-end delay screenshots. In
each of these figures, the x-axis is the simulation time in minutes and seconds, and the
y-axis shows the packet end-to-end delay in seconds. Note, this is not the full duration
of the simulation, only a small interval.

Figure 7. Two-Wagon Fault-Free G1 (K to A) [69]
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Figure 8. Two-Wagon Faulty, G1 (K to A) [69]

Figure 9. Two-Wagon Faulty, G2 (K to A) [69]
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Figure 10. Two-Wagon Faulty, G3 (K to A) [69]

Table 2 shows the results of for the four previously described scenarios. The table
columns represent: The number of wagons modeled (one or two), the number of
operating servers (fault-free: 2 and 4, faulty: 1), the maximum total delay from a G1
sensor to a server, then to a corresponding actuator, the same for G2, and G3, the
number of pulled Video Streams and the number of WiFi users.

Table 2 – Results Summary [69]
Wagons
1
1
2
2

Functional
Servers.
2
1
4
1

G1 Delay
(ms)
0.010
0.751
0.016
0.772

G2 Delay
(ms)
0.011
0.870
0.013
0.908

G3 Delay
(ms)
0.011
0.876
0.026
0.922

No. Video
Streams
60
6
120
6

WiFi Users
60
60
60
60

The key take away from this table is the maximum delay experienced by any
group. The entire control system is observed to experience an absolute maximum
delay of 0.922ms. The ceiling for each group (G1, G2, and G3) is the corresponding
sampling period. This means that G1, experiencing a maximum delay of 0.722ms, is
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within the deadline of 1ms, and G2/G3 both experience a maximum delay of 0.922ms
with a deadline of 16ms. These delays are resulting from 33 runs.
Another take away from the previous table is that the number of WiFi nodes is
unchanging and the main degradation in entertainment load (depending on system
state) is in the Video Streams. There are several points to note. Firstly, the reason for
this degradation is that the WiFi load is not comparable (in terms of traffic size) to the
Video Streams or the control load, and hence, a bounded 6Mbps WiFi connection,
does not affect the control load. Secondly, it is critical to note that the number of
active screens, or in other words, the number of passengers with an operational video
screen, does not decrease. The degradation in the entertainment load is but a decrease
in the maximum number of different, simultaneously playing streams. For the sake of
simulation, each of these streams is modeled as a single screen, for two screens
pulling the same stream would only create the load of one single stream.

3.1.5. INITIAL CONCLUSIONS
A single-wagon and two-wagon model, built using OPNET Network Modeler,
with an Ethernet backbone, shared between the control and entertainment load. The
entertainment load is composed of a WiFi user in every passenger seat as well as a
DVD quality video stream displayed on the seat screen. The system incorporates
fault-tolerance at the server level and the system is shown to tolerate the failure of up
to one server, in the single-wagon model and up to three servers, in the two-wagon
model. In both the fault-free and the faulty scenarios, the end-to-end delays
experienced by a packet from sensor to controller, to actuator were always below the
sampling rates of the control nodes. The control packets also experienced no packet
drops and these results are all based on 33 simulation runs. In the worst-case scenario,
where only one controller remains operational and all others have failed, both in the
single-wagon or the two-wagon models, the control loads are unaffected, the WiFi
load is unaffected, yet the maximum number of simultaneously playing video streams
drops from 60 (or 120 in two wagons) to a total of six. This is a large drop and
accordingly, the next section shall further investigate the single-wagon model in order
to decrease the effect of a controller failure as well as analyzing the performability of
the system.
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3.2.
SINGLE-WAGON ENHANCEMENT AND
PERFORMABILITY ANALYSIS
3.2.1. ARCHITECTURAL ENHANCEMENTS
The basic, fault-tolerant, single-wagon model presented in Sec. 3.1 is further
investigated in this section of the study in order to find the source of the extent of the
degraded performance experienced in the scenario where one of the two servers has
failed. Upon finding the source of this degradation, further experiments are conducted
to find a way to reduce this degradation. The results of the previous section for the
fault-free and faulty, unmodified architecture were revisited. Then, the faulty
scenario, of one of two servers failed, while the remaining machine handled the full
control and WiFi load, and as many DVD streams as possible (six out of 60), was resimulated after several enhancement attempts.
There can be several reasons for a drop in the maximum tolerable number of DVD
streams in the faulty scenario and in order to localize the issue, one must study the
exact changes that occur upon transition from the fault-free scenario to the faulty
scenario. Firstly, in the fault-free scenario, the control load has a full 1GbE cable,
between the main switch and the control server, and the entertainment load has
another, dedicated 1GbE cable between the switch and the entertainment server. Each
load has its own dedicated switch Ethernet port as well as its own dedicated
processor. When either of the servers fails, the system experiences a bottleneck in
one, two or all three of the previously stated points. The faulty scenario has the
control and (as much) entertainment load sharing a single switch Ethernet port, a
single 1GbE cable and a single processor. Each of these three areas must be studied
individually and in combination [70].
Prior to modifying the architecture in any way, the details of the unmodified
system must be analyzed and compared with available components in the market.
Firstly, the switch port, or more relevantly, its forwarding rate (at a default OPNET
value) was set at 6.6Mpps (million packets per second). The Cisco Catalyst 3560, a
high-end switch available in the market, has a much higher forwarding rate of
38.2Mpps [71]. Also available in the market at this time, are high speed cables, up to
100GbE [72]. To decrease costs for such enhancements, 10GbE cables are chosen as
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the upgrades for the 1GbE cables linking the switch to each server [69]. Finally, the
standard OPNET model used to simulate the servers must be compared to current
available machines. The default OPNET processor type is a single-core, 0.333GHz
CPU, Sun Ultra 10. Up to many years ago, this would be considered an obsolete
machine, with current multiple core technologies, higher processing frequencies,
parallel processing… etc. However, initial simulations showed that increasing
processing power made no significant impact on the maximum supported
entertainment load during the faulty scenario, indicating that the more critical
bottlenecks to be addressed are the cables and switch forwarding rates.
This gives a total of four scenarios to compare:

1. Unmodified:

(1GbE – 6.6Mpps)

2. Switch:

(1GbE – 38.2Mpps)

3. Cable:

(10GbE – 6.6Mpps)

4. Hybrid:

(10GbE – 38.2Mpps)

Each scenario was simulated on OPNET, again, with 33 runs. All previously
mentioned control load benchmarks (delays and packet loss) were met and the
maximum supportable entertainment load was found. A sample of the end-to-end
delay results (from scenario 4) can be seen in Figs. 11 and 12 (x-axis is simulation
time in minutes and seconds, y-axis is delay in seconds). Note that all delays are
below the required benchmarks (1ms for G1 or 16ms for a G2/G3). The low-valued
points in Fig. 12 are indicative of very low delays and not dropped packets. Table 3
shows a summary of the maximum number of DVD Video streams for each
architectural scenario. Each scenario has the full WiFi load supported and a control
load that is operating with zero packet-loss (no dropped packets) and all packets
arriving within system deadlines.
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Figure 11. Single-Wagon Faulty (S to K) [70]

Figure 12. Single-Wagon Faulty G1 (K to A) [70]
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Table 3 – Maximum Entertainment Load for Each Scenario [70]
Operational
Server(s)
2

MS Forwarding
Rate (Mpps)
6.6

Cable
(GbE)
1

1

1

6.6

1

6

2

1

38.2

1

7

3

1

6.6

10

34

4

1

38.2

10

52

Scenario
Fault-free

No. of DVD Streams
60

Scenario 4 was found to be the one that experienced the least delays, with a
maximum total delay from any sensor to any actuator (both in fault-free and faulty
scenarios) of 0.6946ms. This hybrid scenario (scenario 4), using both an upgraded
cable and a higher switch forwarding rate was found to also offer the minimal
degradation in entertainment load: supporting the full WiFi load as well as 52 streams,
86.7% of the full fault-free load (60 streams).

3.2.2. PERFORMABILITY ANALYSIS
The system proposed in the previous section guaranteed complete and correct
operation of the control part of the NCS both in the fault-free and faulty scenarios.
There is however, a change in the entertainment load offered, depending on the
system state and this motivates the following part of the study: developing a
performability analysis. The main purpose of the performability analysis is to relate
failure data with reward, depending on the system state. In order to define reward, one
must first analyze the services the system offers: The control function, the WiFi load
and the video streams. In a production line system for example, reward can be defined
as the yield of the system, depending on its state. If the production line output drops
from 100 units/hour (100%) in the fault-free state and 70 units/hour (70% during a
failure state); the yield would be used as the value representing reward. In the
proposed system, the control load and the WiFi load are both unchanging and hence
the reward would be the maximum number of supported video streams depending on
the state.
The developed performability model can also be used to quantitatively compare the
different enhancement scenarios proposed in the previous section. In effect, the
Transient Performability (TP) to be studied, will give a metric relating both reliability
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and performance simultaneously [34, 35]. In order to calculate TP(t), a Continuous
Time Markov Chain is presented in Fig. 13 to model the reliability of the proposed
system.

Figure 13. Single-Wagon CTMC [56]

Each of the states of the CTMC has a number corresponding to the reward for each
of the four modeled scenarios (presented in the previous section). In states K and E,
the reward depends on the architecture modeled: Scenario A) represents the
unmodified architecture, B) the upgraded switch, C) the upgraded Cable and D) both
upgraded switch and cable. In state KE and F, the reward is not dependant on the
architecture. In this CTMC, repair rates are not included because it is assumed that no
maintenance is conducted during the trip.
The first state, KE, is the initial state, where the system is in the fully operational
mode. Depending on which server fails first, the system will move to either state K (if
E fails first) or state E (if K fails first). The transitions are labeled λK or λE, depending
on which has failed, where λK is the failure rate of the control server and λE is the
failure rate of the entertainment server. While at the second level (being at state K or
Now, the probability of being at any of the states at time  is  (), where  ϵ [KE,

E), another failure would send the system to the total failure state (state F).

E, K, F]. Using the following Chapman-Kolmogorov (CK) equations, the transient
probability can be obtained [34].
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It can be assumed that at time  = 0, the probability of being in any state other than

KE is 0. Hence,  (0) = 1 and  (0) =  (0) =  (0) = 0. Using this initial
assumption one can solve the CK equations in closed form as shown next:
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 () +  () +  () +  () = 1
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!() = "  #
$%
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where:
&

is the set [KE, E, K, F]

# is the reward at state  (depending on the proposed architecture)

The reward to be used in the equation can be obtained (as previously described)
from Table 3 or from the CTMC showing the maximum number of supported video
streams depending on the architecture to be analyzed for performability. The measure
of performability can also be used to analyze the cost-effectiveness of the system. As
was stated in Sec. 2.2, fault-tolerance comes at a price and it is often necessary to
quantify the return that one would get for investing in a (more) fault-tolerant system.
Here, performability will be used to show the enhancement to the system when a
more reliable server is purchased (i.e. with a lower λK or λE. The following analysis is
conducted in several stages:
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1. Comparing !() for scenario 4 using different failure rates: λK = 1, 0.5 and
0.25 failures/week.

To give an example of the benefit of such a study, it can be shown that when
comparing a machine of λK=1, 0.5 and 0.25 failures/week, after four weeks of
operation, the transient performability for a λK of 0.25 increases by 946.8% compared
to a lower-end machine with a lower reliability (a higher failure rate λK=1). This
serve as control/entertainment server. Fig. 14 shows !() for different values of λK

increase justifies the more investment in a more costly but more reliable machine to

and it can be observed that a higher-end machine (lower failure rate) will result in a
higher performability.
Figure 14. Transient Performability for Different Failure-Rates [56]

2. Comparing Scenarios 3 and 4 (stated in Table 3) with λK = 1 failure/week
The take away from this comparison, is to quantitatively represent the difference
between enhancements on the system, again to justify a more costly investment (for
higher-end equipment). To present some numerical values, when comparing Scenario
3 to Scenario 4, investing in a 10GbE as well as a switch with a higher forwarding
in a !() (at 2 weeks) that is 13.27 rather than 9.05 (46.5% increase due to a more

rate (38.2Mpps) rather than just a cable upgrade and using the standard switch, results
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costly switch). The comparison of the different architectures can be seen in Fig. 15.
The dashed line represents Scenario 3 (switch of 6.6Mpps forwarding rate) and the
solid line Scenario 4 (switch of 38.2Mpps forwarding rate).

Figure 15. Transient Performability for Different Architectures [56]

3.2.3. FURTHER CONCLUSIONS
The system proposed in Sec. 3.1 was found to experience a 90% reduction in the
number of video streams during failure of one of its servers. This system is revisited
in order to enhance the architecture and reduce this reduction. After several proposed
modifications, it was shown that the system could tolerate the failure of one of its two
servers, and operate with only a 14.3% (rather than a 90%) degradation in its number
of supported video streams. As the proposed architectural modifications involve
purchasing higher-end equipment, a performability analysis was conducted, to
compare both reliability data with performance, indicating a relationship between
buying higher-end equipment and also buying more reliable equipment.
Again, the control data experiences no over-delayed or dropped packets, the WiFi
load is unaffected, and any degradation in the number of video streams does not
reflect on the number of passengers with video screen capability. All runs are
conducted with 33 seeds for statistical analysis.
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3.3.

FAILURE SEQUENCE PERMUTATIONS

3.3.1. TWO-WAGON ARCHITECTURAL AND FAULT-TOLERANCE
ENHANCEMENTS
This section studies the two-wagon model, described in Sec. 3.1.2 and applies the
enhancements proposed in the previous section that were found to give maximum
performability. Using the newly proposed enhanced model, all possible failure
sequences will be analyzed and simulated to study the system behavior in all possible
states.
The enhanced two-wagon system can be seen in Fig. 16 with the enhanced
components marked accordingly (dashed square and thickened connections indicate
modified components). The remainder of the network architecture is unchanged (as
described in Sec. 3.1.2).
Figure 16. Enhanced Two-Wagon Architecture [73]

A new fault-tolerance philosophy is proposed in this section in order to improve
performance compared to the previous fault-tolerance operation parameters proposed
in Sec. 3.1.2. The two-wagon model, without any enhancements, had all sensors
sending to all operational servers, for any machine to carry the load of its counterpart
in the event of a failure. This imposed an extreme load on the network. This faulttolerance philosophy is changed in this section to decrease network congestion and
improve performance during the many different failure states. Due to the change in
the philosophy, the sequence of failure will also matter.
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There are now two wagons, hence four servers, two dedicated to control (Ks) and
two dedicated to entertainment (Es). In order to decrease congestion on the network,
each sensor will only send its samples to two servers at any point in time. This
technique will guarantee that the appointed server for control is receiving its data as
well as a counterpart with the most up-to-date data in the case of failure. In this
section of the study, priority will be given to a control server assuming that it would
have a lower failure rate than the entertainment servers. To more clearly describe the
philosophy, an example where the failure sequence is K1K2E1E2 will be explained in
detail. Initially, in the fault-free scenario, sensors will send their samples to both K1
and K2. Each K will be handling the control data for its own wagon. If (when) K1
fails, K2 will handle the full control load, and all sensors of wagon one will send their
samples to both K2 and E1 and all wagon two sensors will send their samples to both
K2 and E2. A similar analogous philosophy is applied to the entertainment load;
whereby an entertainment server would be responsible for its entertainment
counterpart and only when both entertainment servers have failed (or if the remaining
entertainment server is unable to carry the full load of both wagons) would a control
server begin to take on an entertainment load. The philosophies previously described
are geared towards two goals:
1. Increasing reliability (by decreasing congestion and implementing faulttolerance at the controller level)
2. Minimizing entertainment load degradation (during failure of one or more
machines)
The next section describes the detailed set of scenarios and the simulations run.

3.3.2. FAILURE SCENARIOS
With a total of four servers, there are a total of 4! = 4×3×2×1 = 24 possible
permutations, and hence a total of 24 possible failure sequences, as presented in Table
4. Scenario 1 in Table 3 can also be written: K1K2E1E2, where this is the order of
failure: K1 fails first and E2 last, Note this table only shows 12 of the 24 permutations
for the remaining 12 are identical except with the subscripts reversed (every 1 is
replaced with a 2), for example, K1K2E1E2 becomes K2K1E2E1.
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Table 4 – Possible Scenarios [73]
Scenario
1

1st
K1

2nd
K2

3rd
E1

4th
E2

2

K1

K2

E2

E1

3

K1

E1

K2

E2

4

K1

E2

K2

E1

5

K1

E1

E2

K2

6

K1

E2

E1

K2

7

E1

K1

E2

K2

8

E2

K1

E1

K2

9

E1

K1

K2

E2

10

E2

K1

K2

E1

11

E1

E2

K1

K2

12

E2

E1

K2

K1

After a significant number of simulations and several days of result collection, the
summary of the results is presented in Table 5. This table relates the scenario number
(column 1), the active servers in wagon 1 (W1) and wagon 2 (W2) and the maximum
number of DVD streams supported (and the machine supporting the streams in
brackets). The full control and WiFi loads are supported in all scenarios.
Table 5 – Active Servers vs. Supported Streams per Wagon [73]
Scenario
1

W1
K1 & E1

W2
K2 & E2

No. of DVD Streams (Machine)
60 (E1) & 60 (E2)

2

K1 & E1

K2 only

120 (E1) only

3

K1 only

K2 & E2

120 (E2) only

4

K1 & E1

E only

60 (E1) & 60 (E2)

5

E1only

K2 & E2

60 (E1) & 60 (E2)

6

K1 & E1

None

120 (E1) only

7

None

K2 & E2

120 (E2) only

8

E1only

K2 only

120 (E1) only

9

K1 only

E only

120 (E2) only

10

K1 or E1

K2 or E2

43 (K1 or E1) & 43 (K2 or E2)

11

K1 or E1

None

42 (K1 or E1) only

12

None

K2 or E2

42 (K2 or E2) only

The control load was deemed fully functional according to the benchmarks used in
both previous sections, all packets traveling from Sensor to Controller to Actuator
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within the corresponding sampling period (dependent on the SA group). If a single
DVD stream is added to the ‘maximum’ presented in the previous table, the delays
would violate the sampling period ceiling. Any row in the previous table stating K or
E can be expanded into several scenarios so in effect a representative scenario of each
of the 24 scenarios was simulated. Table 6 shows the maximum end-to-end delay for
a packet traveling from any sensor to a control/entertainment server (S→K) and from
the server to each actuator group (K→A). Again, all these are the results of 33
simulations and these are absolute maximums experienced in any of the 33
simulations. Several figures below (Figs. 17 to 20 specifically) show some
screenshots of the OPNET results for some of the previous simulations.

Figure 17. Delay Sample – G1 (K to A) [73]
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Figure 18. Delay Sample – G2 (K to A) [73]

Figure 19. Delay Sample – G3 (K to A) [73]
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Figure 20. Delay Sample – S to K [73]

All graphs have an x-axis representing simulation time in minutes and seconds and
a y-axis representing delay in seconds. Again, these are not the full duration of the
simulation but a representative sample with visible resolution (as simulation time
increases the graphs become cluttered and must be analyzed using spreadsheet
software). These results conclude this study and a summary is presented next.
Table 6 – End-to-end Delay per Scenario [73]

0.0045

K→A GP1
(ms)
0.0086

K→A GP2
(ms)
0.0069

K→A GP3
(ms)
0.0057

2

0.0076

0.0085

0.0065

0.0057

3

0.0076

0.0093

0.0066

0.0056

4

0.0046

0.0077

0.0075

0.0057

5

0.0043

0.0085

0.0071

0.0060

6

0.0042

0.0143

0.0123

0.0097

7

0.0042

0.0142

0.0122

0.0099

8

0.0065

0.0085

0.0071

0.0054

9

0.0065

0.0085

0.0071

0.0054

10

0.0065

0.9525

1.5049

1.5395

11

0.0060

0.9111

1.4753

1.4910

12

0.0060

0.9110

1.4758

1.4913

#

S→K (ms)

1
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3.4.

SUMMARY

In the previous sections a NCS for use on-board of train-wagons under the
umbrella of ITS, was studied. This NCS, used unmodified Switched Ethernet and
WiFi as a shared backbone for both control and entertainment loads. Initially, the
system is tested as a proof-of-concept to make sure that such sharing of a control load
(with different sampling periods and S:A ratios) and an entertainment load (WiFi
nodes and DVD quality video screens) will not result in over congestion of the
network. The system is proved to be fault-tolerant at the server level, guaranteeing
correct control operation with a degraded entertainment load (in both the single and
two-wagon scenarios) with only one functional server (out of two or four depending
on the number of wagons). The system is then enhanced to minimize entertainment
degradation and a performability analysis is conducted to relate reliability models
with performance (or reward). Finally the enhanced system is scaled up to two
wagons and every possible failure sequence is simulated to find the maximum reward
at each failure state. The search for maximum reward is aided by a new fault-tolerant
philosophy that minimizes congestion while maintaining reliability. At any state, in
any scenario, enhanced or unenhanced, all control packets are shown to arrive within
their sampling period deadlines and with zero packets dropped after 33 simulations on
OPNET Network Modeler.
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4. WIRELESS NCS FOR INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
4.1.

ENHANCED CELL CONCATENATION

4.1.1. INTRODUCTION
As was studied in [66], it is important for a WNCS workcell of any kind to be able
to operate in close proximity with other workcells of the same system. However, in
[66], there were certain limitations imposed upon the system due to channel reuse and
subsequently the effects of co-channel interference. Of these limitations was a
nonzero minimum inter-cell distance. This would mandate certain impositions on
production line dimensions and hence restricts the application of such a system on
both existing systems (to be upgraded) and new factories (to be built). It is hence
critical to find a work-around to avoid this limitation. In order to find this workaround, the system must first be analyzed mathematically.

4.1.2. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF CONCATENATION TOPOLOGY
To analyze the system presented in [66] mathematically, the layout must be
depicted in an illustrative figure. Figure 21 shows the intended concatenation with a
zero meter inter-cell distance. The distances (labeled d and dmin) to be used in
calculations are shown, representing the distance between the nearest co-channel
interferer and the distance to the furthest node to be covered.
In [66], it was concluded that avoiding co-channel interference could be achieved
via three methods:
1. Increasing distance between co-channel interferers (by increasing inter-cell
distance).
2. Decreasing transmit power (to decrease coverage)
3. Increase Packet Reception Power Threshold (PRPT) (to decrease coverage)
The goal of the system being to minimize inter-cell distance, this removes point 1
from the possible solutions. Secondly, as the minimum WiFi transmit power (1mW,
according to standard) is used (and for comparison with WISA), this also negates the
possibility of decreasing transmit power. This leaves the third point and that is
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modifying PRPT. This can be achieved using signal attenuators or ordering custom
parts from network component manufacturers [75, 76].

Figure 21. Concatenation of Two Cells [74]

The default PRPT value of a WiFi node on OPNET Network Modeler is −95dBm.
The study in [66] concluded that the PRPT of all nodes must be raised to −50dBm as
well as employing a 2m inter-cell distance to sufficiently avoid co-channel
interference. At this inter-cell distance, a higher PRPT would cause control packets
dropped (within a single-cell) and a lower PRPT would cause co-channel interference.
Several Propagation/Path-Loss models shall be used to analyze the transmission and
reception qualities of the system.
In order to analyze the system, a simplification must be used as shown in Fig. 22,
depicting a transmitter and a receiver.
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Figure 22. Transmission/Reception Overview

The transmitter and receiver represent two nodes and can be analyzed in two
stages:
1. Two nodes within the same cell
2. Two nodes, one from each cell, operating with the same channel (co-channel
interferers)
The implications of using each stage will determine the limits of the PRPT needed
to achieve correct communication while sufficiently avoiding co-channel interference.
This will become clearer in what follows.
The first model to be used is the Free-Space of Friis transmission/propagation
model [77].

where

' =  ( (' (⁄4* ),

=

- ⁄.

/0123 ⁄24 54 53

P7 is signal power (or strength) at Rx (W)

P8 is input power to Tx (W)
G7 is antenna gain at Rx

G8 is antenna gain at Tx

λ is signal wavelength (m)

c is speed of light (3×108 m/s)

f is operating frequency (ISM Band - 2.4GHz)
d is distance between Tx and Rx (m)
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(1)

1. > = 

Using Fig. 22, the following can be stated:
2. , =  (

3. ? =  ( (⁄4* ),

4. / =  ( (' (⁄4* ),

In OPNET Network Modeler, transmit power is , and ? can used to obtain

PRPT. As previously stated, transmit power , = 1mW and for WiFi, λ = 0.125m.

The distance between the Tx and the Rx being known, depends on whether calculating

PRPT is to guarantee correct operation (SA to AP connectivity) or to avoid cochannel interference. For correct operation, based on cell dimensions, an AP (or an
SA) must be able to cover a radius of at least 1.8m. Simultaneously, to avoid cochannel interference, the coverage must not extend beyond 2.8m, the minimum
distance between any two nodes (SA or AP) from different cells, using the same WiFi
channel. These two distance limits (1.8m and 2.8m) can be seen in Fig. 21, dmin and d
respectively. In a single sentence, a workcell (all SAs, APs) must be able to
communicate with their corresponding nodes while simultaneously being completely
oblivious to the co-channel interferers. So, with all variables now known, the aim of
previously stated conditions and the equations become a function of 7 ( ).

solving the different propagation models is to find the PRPT values to satisfy the
= 2.8m and 1.8m gives ? (2.8) = −49dBm and ? (1.8) =

−45dBm. These values represent received signal strength and a packet propagating
Solving Eq. 1, with

at a value between ? (2.8) and ? (1.8), it should theoretically be able to
through free space, would undergo signal attenuation. If the PRPT of a receiver is set

communicate with its AP (or SA for in the case of an AP) while simultaneously,

sufficiently avoiding interference. Packets arriving from a distance greater than 2.8m
will have attenuated signal strength below the PRPT of the receiver and the packet
will not be recognized, while packets arriving at a distance closer than 1.8m will be
within PRPT limits and hence will be correctly recognized.
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It is important to analyze the system using a more realistic model though, for the
previously stated free space model is not pessimistic enough. One such model is the
One-Slope Path-Loss model [78].

C( ) = CD + 10E × log( )

(2)

C( ) is path loss at distance d in meters (dB)
where:

LD is experimentally measured reference: path loss at dD (dB)
n is the path loss exponent

Reference [78], presents a set of values for CD and n depending on the

operating frequency, n ϵ [1.2, 3.5, 4.2]. In free space, n = 2, and the higher the n the

environment. The most relevant values presented in [78] are those relating to the WiFi
worse the signal attenuation. For n = 1.2, an indoor corridor, the model is actually less

pessimistic than free space. Using these three values, path-loss is calculated for the
two distances: 2.8m and 1.8m. The values are shown in Table 7.
The ITU Standard Indoor Propagation Model is also used to calculate the PRPT
constraints [79].
O,

C( ) = 37 + 30 log( ) + 18.3 MNO>D./PQ

(3)

M is the number of floors between Tx and Rx in an office like environment
where:

In this scenario, there are no floors between Tx and Rx so M = 0. The result of

solving Eqs. 2 and 3 result in path-loss (dB) rather than signal strength and hence
require further calculations to find PRPT (for both values of distance). The following
equation can be used to obtain PRPT.

R = S − C( )

(4)

This equation is solved using a transmit power of 1mW (in dBm of course) and the
calculated path loss, and the resulting value is the PRPT. The results of these
calculations are presented in Table 7. The benefit of these calculations is a PRPT
range, setting a PRPT within this range should guarantee correct performance and
avoidance of co-channel interference.
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Table 7 – PRPT LIMITS FOR DIFFERENT MODELS [74]
Min. PRPT
(dBm)

Max. PRPT
(dBm)

−50

−50

Free Space

−49.0

−45.1

One-Slope CD = 40.2dBm, E = 1.2

−58.0

−50.9

−45.5

−43.3

−55.6

−48.9

ITU Indoor model

−50.4

−41.4

Propagation/Path Loss Model
OPNET
One-Slope CD = 40.2dBm, E = 4.2
One-Slope CD = 40.0dBm, E = 3.5

Observing the results it can be noted that the behavior of OPNET Network
Modeler is closest to that of Free Space, which is a valid conclusion, considering the
lack of fading/path loss models available in the license used for this research. The
modeler however does give a single optimal value rather than a range for PRPT and
this is acceptable for the sake of simulations. While the calculations show the required
values of PRPT that may be needed to achieve 0m concatenation in a real
implementation, the credibility of the simulator motivate a work-around.

4.1.3. CHANNEL ALLOCATION SCHEME AND MODELING
INTERFERENCE
Rather than going through the process of avoiding co-channel interferers, Cisco
Systems, Inc. suggest the use of four WiFi channels that have minimal frequency
overlap [80]. These four channels are: Ch1, Ch4, Ch8 and Ch11. The suggestion also
recommends the system architecture to be as follows in Fig. 23.
As there is a frequency overlap between Ch1 and Ch4, and also between Ch8 and
Ch11, the shown layout minimizes coverage overlap between the interfering channels.
When this allocation is used, precautionary measures used in [66] to lock the reused
channel shall be implemented on all four channels. These four channels are
inaccessible to any nodes outside the WNCS. As there is a frequency overlap between
Ch1 and Ch4, and also between Ch8 and Ch11, the shown layout minimizes coverage
overlap between the interfering channels.
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Figure 23. New Channel Allocation Scheme [74]

When this allocation is used, precautionary measures used in [66] to lock the
reused channel shall be implemented on all four channels. These four channels are
inaccessible to any nodes outside the WNCS. Using password access, limiting the
number of IPs and not broadcasting the SSID prevents users from outside the WNCS
from accessing the channels. However, a service engineer wanting to communicate
with the controller needs a wireless route (as well as to study the resilience to
interference exhibited by the new system). A fifth access point is placed in the center
of the two cells operating on any of the neighboring channels (2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10) to
study the effect of interference. The wireless node is made to rotate around the entire
two-cell model while communicating with the controller. The effects of this model
will be presented in the results section.

4.1.4. SIMULATED LAYOUTS AND RESULTS
This study attempts to model two different topologies: 0m concatenation and an Lshape architecture. Frequently in a production line, conveyer belts go through
direction changes and a right angle turn is needed. This study aims to model both of
these topologies. Figs. 24 and 25 show the two topologies as well as the route taken
by the alien node, circling the system.
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Figure 24. 0m Concatenation [74]

Figure 25. L-Shape Concatenation [74]
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The models used in the simulation are:
1. Sensors, Actuators, Service Engineer: WLAN Workstation Advanced
2. Controllers: Ethernet Workstation Advanced
3. Wireless Access Points: WLAN Ethernet Router Advanced
4. Switches: Ethernet Switch Advanced
After a set of simulations testing both topologies in the absence and existence of
interference (a FTP file size ranging from 1KB to 6.5KB) it was shown that the
system can tolerate a certain amount of interference while maintaining correct packet
transmission/reception and acceptable delays. These delays are shown in the table
below and are subjected to a 95% confidence analysis.
Table 8 – End-to-end Delay Results per Scenario [74]
Scenario

Max. delay range
[µ−∆; µ+∆]
S→K (ms)

Max. delay range
[µ−∆; µ+∆]
K→A (ms)

In-line 0m – Noiseless

[0.81; 0.89]

[3.10; 3.78]

L-shape – Noiseless

[0.84; 0.95]

[3.39; 3.90]

In-line 0m – Noisea

[1.89; 2.10]

[7.78; 9.46]

L-shape – Noisea

[1.16; 1.28]

[6.14; 7.71]

a. Noise modeled over channels: 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10

Logically the L-shape orientation performs with lower delays than the 0m
concatenation due to the increased distance between co-channel interferers.

4.1.5. INITIAL CONCLUSIONS
Using a non-traditional channel allocation scheme, the previous module of this
thesis simulated and proved that concatenating two WiFi WNCS workcells is possible
at a previously unachievable distance of 0m. The study also modeled a right-angle
turn in the conveyer belt of the production line.
The modeled scenarios were subjected to WiFi interference on channels
neighboring those of the control system. The results of the study show that with the
new channel allocation scheme, the previously untested models can operate correctly
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in the absence and existence of interference while maintaining packet end-to-end
delays below the 16ms per link benchmark set in [65] and with zero packets lost with
a FTP file size of up to 6.5KB. All results presented are subjected to a 95%
confidence analysis.

4.2.

INITIAL FAULT-TOLERANCE ENHANCEMENTS

4.2.1. FAULT-TOLERANCE PHILOSOPHY
As was presented in Sec. 2.6.3, it is a logical step to take advantage of neighboring
cells for fault-tolerance [67]. Fault-tolerance was incorporated at the controller level
by wiring the two workcell switches together. Each sensor was made to send its data
to both controllers and the controllers were to exchange a watchdog signal. A sensor
would sample the plant, generate two copies of the packet and send one to each
controller. Each controller processes the information and prepares the control word.
However, only the designated controller actually sends the control word to the
designated actuator. In the event of the failure of either controller, the neighbor will
take over. The system philosophy used, utilized a wired connection between the two
workcells. It would be a much more appealing system if the workcell could be
wirelessly connected to its neighbor. Such a scenario would give the system freedom
to enable fault-tolerance around different orientations and with less cabling, thereby
remaining consistent with the term Wireless NCS [81].

4.2.2. PROPOSED MODEL
The system studied in [66] will be used as the foundation for this section of the
study. While Sec. 4.1 proposed a work around for 0m workcell concatenation, the
more traditional allocation scheme will be tested first. As shown in Fig. 26, a 3m
inter-cell distance is imposed between workcells. Each workcell now has three access
points, the third being dedicated to the fault-tolerance communication. As there is a
need for a third access point, it is decided that each workcell be designed as an
individual unit in such a way as to enable concatenation and fault-tolerance with
minimal interference. As such, the three non-interfering WiFi channels (1, 6 and 11)
are fully utilized by a single workcell.
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Figure 26. Wireless Fault-Tolerance Architecture [81]

While Ch11 is reused between both cells, this is for inter-cell communication and
is not deemed co-channel interference (unlike Ch1 and Ch6). As in all concatenated
models a PRPT of −50dBm and a 1mW transmit power are used. However, as Ch11 is
not under a threat of co-channel interference and needs to maximize coverage to
communicate between cells, default PRPT is used (−95dBm).
Initially, the bottleneck imposed by the Ch11 access points (FT APs) was not
expected and the model was built in OPNET. Immediately, it was clear that the
amount of traffic of a single cell (without duplication of packets by the sensors) let
alone two cells would be far too much for the single FT AP per cell to handle for
intercommunication. This realization mandated either an abandonment of the idea of
wireless fault-tolerance or an increase in bandwidth which would call for a change of
protocol. The solution presents itself in the form of IEEE 802.11g [61], which offers a
higher bandwidth at the sake of reduced coverage. The reduced coverage however is
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not much of a threat in the small distances within a factory-floor and hence it was not
a disadvantage.
The FT APs were selected to operate using 802.11g rather than 802.11b, to utilize
a data rate of 54Mbps rather than 11Mbps. The next section discusses the simulated
scenarios and the results of the simulations.

4.2.3. SIMULATED SCENARIOS AND RESULTS
As shown in Fig. 26, the system was built on OPNET Network Modeler and was
simulated in four stages: Noise-free fault-free, noise-free faulty, noisy fault-free,
noisy faulty. Similarly to [66], reused channels (Ch1 and Ch6) are locked and hence
interference is simulated on Ch11. Results to the various simulations conducted are
summarized in Table 9.
Table 9 –Maximum End-to-end delay ranges [µ−∆; µ+∆] [81]
Scenario
1 Cell [70]
1 Cell - Noise[70]
2 Cells [71]
2 Cells - Noise [71]
Fault-Free [81]
Fault-Free – Noise [81]
Faulty [81]
Faulty – Noise [81]

Max FTP
(KB)
0
40
0
40
0
300
0
500

Max Delay
S→K (ms)
[1.50; 1.64]
[1.62; 1.75]
[0.66; 0.71]
[1.06; 1.13]
[1.41; 1.49]
[2.93; 2.99]
[0.70; 0.73]
[1.72; 1.75]

Max Delay
K→A (ms)
[2.23; 2.90]
[14.07; 14.67]
[2.99; 3.53]
[11.99; 12.65]
[9.76; 11.01]
[10.28; 11.41]
[4.99; 5.79]
[9.41; 10.30]

The decrease in end-to-end delays for the faulty scenario is found here also, as in
[67], and this is due to the absence of duplication of sensor packets. Several OPNET
screenshots show the delays below: Figs. 27 to 30. As usual, the x-axis represents
simulation time (in minutes and seconds) and the y-axis the delay (in seconds). Again,
these are just some samples of delay for a short interval, not for the full duration of
simulation.
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Figure 27. Faulty Scenario without Noise (S to K) [81]

Figure 28. Faulty Scenario without Noise (K to A) [81]
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Figure 29. Faulty Scenario with Noise (S to K) [81]

Figure 30. Faulty Scenario with Noise (K to A) [81]

The delay increase after simulating interference is notable comparing Figs. 27 and
29 to 28 and 30. All delays presented in Table 9 have been subjected to a 95%
confidence analysis and guarantee zero packets lost.
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4.2.4. INITIAL FAULT-TOLERANCE CONCLUSIONS
The concept of wireless fault-tolerance was successfully simulated with correct
packet transmission/reception in the presence of noise. The addition of IEEE 802.11g
to the system enabled the wireless intercommunication between cells to occur
efficiently, making use of the increased data rate. However, the system was simulated
with an inter-cell distance of 3m, and was forced to utilize channel reuse. The
introduction of IEEE 802.11g to the system motivated the next section of the study,
rather than studying wireless fault-tolerance with the new channel allocation scheme
proposed in the previous section. The reasons for this shift shall become clear in the
following section.

4.3.
MIGRATING TO IEEE 802.11G AND PERFORMABILITY
ANALYSIS
4.3.1. INTRODUCTION
This section of the study introduces a significant modification to the system
proposed in all the previous sections. That modification is the departure from IEEE
802.11b to a total utilization of IEEE 802.11g for the same reasons mentioned in the
previous section [82]. There are a number of added benefits to this migration that will
be revealed in the following sections.

4.3.2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The single-cell model retains all but one aspect: the number of and protocol used
by the WiFi access points. Specifically, now that all nodes within the workcell utilize
IEEE 802.11g, a single access point can now support all SAs within the workcell due
to the increased data rate. This has several benefits. Firstly, the increase in data rate
allows a significant reduction in delays and noise/interference resilience. Secondly,
the existence of a single access point per cell allows the cascading of up to three cells,
with zero meter inter-cell distance without the need for channel reuse. Thirdly, due to
the increase in data rate, the system can withstand triplication of sensor data and
hence, wired fault-tolerance at the controller level using the same philosophies stated
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earlier will no longer experience a bottleneck due to the WiFi channel being overcongested. Figs. 31, 32 and 33 show the intended models to be simulated.

Figure 31. Single-Cell Model [82]

Figure 32. Two-Cell Model [82]
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Figure 33. Three-Cell Model [82]

4.3.3. SIMULATED SCENARIOS AND RESULTS
The simulation set for this section is the largest of all three WNCS modules
presented in this thesis:
1. Single Cell – Noiseless
2. Single Cell – Noisy
3. FT Two Cells – Fault-Free, Noiseless
4. FT Two Cells – Fault-Free, Noisy
5. FT Two Cells – Faulty, Noiseless
6. FT Two Cells – Faulty, Noisy
7. FT Three Cells – Fault-Free, Noiseless
8. FT Three Cells – Fault-Free, Noisy
9. FT Three Cells – Faulty (1 Failed K), Noiseless
10. FT Three Cells – Faulty (1 Failed K), Noisy
11. FT Three Cells – Faulty (2 Failed Ks), Noiseless
12. FT Three Cells – Faulty (2 Failed Ks), Noisy
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Due to the use of triplication and the possible sensitivity of the channels 1, 6 and
11, interference will be modeled on neighboring channels as in [74], using a fourth
AP located nearest to its most affected channel. This can be further understood by
observing Fig. 33 showing the AP using Ch2, situated nearest to the AP using Ch1.
The results of all simulations have been included in Table 10. All results are
subjected to a 95% confidence analysis, guaranteeing zero packets lost and delays
with the 16ms per link benchmark. It is important to explain that scenario 3C – 2F (3
Cell model, 2 controllers have failed) can tolerate a higher FTP file size compared to
the single-cell model, and this is due to the increased distance the interfering node
would be for most of its trip around the workcell. The exact value of the file size is
merely a metric to gauge performance and is extremely optimistic. A real application
requires further testing and observation.
Note FF means Fault-Free, 1F means one controller failed and 2F means two
controllers failed.

Table 10 – MAX END-TO-END DELAYS PER SCENARIO VS. FTP FILE SIZE [82]
Scenario
1C
1C – Noise
2C – FF
2C – FF – Noise
2C – 1F
2C – 1F – Noise
3C – FF
3C – FF – Noise
3C – 1F
3C – 1F – Noise
3C – 2F
3C – 2F – Noise

Max FTP (KB)
0
240
0
220
0
230
0
120
0
220
0
300

S→K Delay (ms)
[0.074; 0.079]
[4.615; 5.010]
[0.102; 0.118]
[4.095; 4.742]
[0.102; 0.108]
[4.397; 5.158]
[0.342; 0.552]
[2.927; 3.291]
[0.104; 0.111]
[3.235; 3.548]
[0.073; 0,076]
[2.963; 3.418]

K→A Delay (ms)
[0.392; 0.504]
[11.142; 12.086]
[1.735; 1.836]
[9.612; 10.745]
[1.792; 1.922]
[10.363; 11.730]
[1.398; 1.682]
[11.700; 13.044]
[0.663; 0.799]
[10.184; 11.063]
[0.493; 0.629]
[7.844; 8.932]

4.3.4. PERFORMABILITY ANALYSIS
Finally, the two and three cell models presented in the previous subsection were
subjected to a performability analysis. Figs. 34 and 35 show the CTMC for the two
and three-cell models.
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Figure 34. Two-Cell CTMC [82]

Figure 35. Three-Cell CTMC [82]

assumed that all controllers have the same failure rate . The main difference between
The state number represents the number of operational controllers and it is

this system and the fault-tolerant system presented in Sec. 3.2 is in system
performance during failure. As described in Sec. 3.2.2, there is a need to define
reward to calculate performability. In this system, yield or reward, is unchanged in
terms of output. Unlike the train system, the control system experiences no drop in
packets or violations in delays during failure of one (or two controllers in the threecell system). Due to these attributes, a different metric must be used to define reward.
All models were re-run with a single interference file size of 100KB for the sake of
comparison and it was found that delays were a changing parameter.
In this analysis, it was decided that reward would be defined as the difference

between the average end-to-end delay per link and the 16ms benchmark. This
translates to a measure of the system robustness, the larger the difference between the
delay and the benchmark, the more robust the system. Again, similarly to Sec. 3.2.2,
the transient probability of residing at any of the CTMC states as a function of time
can be calculated using the CK equations [34]:


=

×

= (2 1 0)

−2
!=U 0
0

2 0
− V
0 0
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(1)
(2)

(3)

At system start up  =0, , (0) =1, > (0) = D (0) =0. The CK equations can be

solved as follows:

, () =  ,

(4)

> () = 2(  −  , )

(5)

, + > + D = 1

(6)

!() = "  #W

(7)

Next, !() can be calculated using:

∈Y

where Z represents the various states of the CTMC and #W is the reward as

defined in the earlier at each state. Using the same techniques, the equations for
transient probability for a three-cell model can be found as follows:
? () =  ?

, () = 3 , −  ?

> () = 3( ? − 2 , +   )
? () + , () + > () + D () = 1

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

the 16ms benchmark, for both links. Each individual link reward has been labeled [%

The reward is the summation of the difference between average delay per link and

(difference between delay in link from sensor to controller and benchmark) and [\

(difference between delay in link from controller to actuator and benchmark). The
resulting reward is the summation of these two values. All these results are based on a
95% confidence analysis. The rewards for each case can be seen in Table 11.
Table 11 – REWARD PER STATE [82]
Scenario
3
2
1

FTP (KB)
100
100
100

rSK (ms)
13.82
14.57
14.96

rKA (ms)
7.43
11.23
12.77

Rewi (ms)
21.253
25.796
27.721

Transient Performability as a function of time is presented in Fig. 36 using the
three-cell model for different failure rates (0.5 and 1 failure/week) showing the main
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advantage of performability: The quantitative assessment of reliability, performance
and cost-effectiveness.

Figure 36. Transient Performability for Different Failure-Rates [82]

While a typical system would exhibit a consistently higher performability for a
lower failure rate, this system does not for the following reason. Prior to 2 months of
operation, while the highest transient probability is that of state 3, the equation has a
significant weight (reward) given to the later states (states 2 and 1) due to the unique
definition of reward presented in this study. However, as time progresses beyond the
2 months, the transient probabilities begin to counteract the effect of the reward and a
more typical behavior is shown.

4.4.

SUMMARY

This study presented a significant set of modifications to the WiFi WNCS system
presented in [70–72], achieving 0m concatenation, a right angle turn in the conveyer,
wireless fault-tolerance and up to three cascaded fault-tolerant cells. The study also
subjected its final and most efficient model to a performability analysis showing the
relationship between reliability and system performance. The final model shows that a
system utilizing strictly unmodified IEEE 802.11g and 802.3 can tolerate the failure
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of up to two of three controllers while guaranteeing correct performance in the
existence of interference. The system end-to-end delays also surpassed those set by
the existing solution (WISA) used as a benchmark for comparison.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presented two different applications of Networked Control Systems:
Intelligent Transportation Systems and Industrial Automation. In both applications, a
standard, unmodified IEEE communication/network protocol is used. The goal of the
thesis was to prove, via simulation, that the proposed networked control systems are
feasible solutions to the two applications presented. Different metrics are presented to
gauge the performance of both systems and different benchmarks are used for
comparison. All scenarios are simulated using OPNET Network Modeler and results
are subjected to a 95% confidence analysis.
The conclusions of the study can be split into two parts (one for each application).
In the case of networked control systems on-board of train-wagons, three modules of
the study proved that an Ethernet and WiFi backbone spanning up to two trainwagons can be used to model a fault-tolerant (at the server level) system where the
entertainment control loads are sharing the same networked control system. The faulttolerance shows that the two wagons can operate with minimal performance
degradation during the failure of up to three of four servers while maintaining correct
packet transmission/reception and delays within system requirements. The control
load experiences no losses or over delayed packets.
In the case of WiFi based wireless networked control systems, a previously studied
model is completely redesigned to enable cascading of multiple cells, wireless faulttolerant inter-cell communication and fault-tolerance of up to three neighboring
controllers. The system is compared with an existing solution available in the market,
using a modified, non-standard communication protocol. The results show that the
proposed model (utilizing off-the-shelf equipment) surpasses the existing solution on
a number of levels.
It is important to note that all studies were conducted on one of (if not the most)
the most realistic and proprietary network simulators available. However, all findings
must be reinvestigated in hardware implementations prior to using results as is.
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APPENDIX – CONFIDENCE ANALYSIS
All results subjected to a confidence analysis follow the following calculations.
Let:

X:

random variable (maximum end-to-end delay).

µ:

Average of X

σ2: Variance of X
Xi:

sample of X obtained during ith OPNET simulation (using different seed)

n:

No. of OPNET simulations

x:

Sample mean

s2:

Sample variance
a

] = ^ " _`
>

(1)

`bc

1
d, =
"(e − ] ),
E−1
^

(2)

f>

OPNET Network Modeler requires a ‘seed’ value in order to initialize different
random number generator equations that determine the different behavior or nondeterministic aspects of the simulation. Based on the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), if
the distribution of a random variable is unknown, the distribution of its sample mean
will approach a normal distribution, as the number of samples increases. The sample
mean also approaches the ensemble mean and the variance of the sample mean is a
scaled version of the ensemble mean (mean of x = µ = mean of X and variance of x=
σ x2

=

σ2
n

where σ2 = variance of X [36, 37]. With the previous conditions, the

confidence level is defined as the probability that x is below a certain distance from µ:
g=

]−h
ij

(3)
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z:

is a normal random variable (mean= 0 & variance = 1).

(−gk < g < gk ) = m

(4)

|] − h |
n
< gk p = m
ij

(5)

By using 33 simulations, n > 30 and hence the sample standard deviation s can be
used instead of σ as it is difficult to find σ x =

σ
n

. The Normal distribution will be

used and zα is calculated for a confidence level α = 95%.
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